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EQUIPMENT: Sticks |
Balls | Bibs | Throw 

Down Lines 

PLAYERS:
8 Minimum

• Mark out several bases, depending on numbers 
 per team.

• Assign each team to a base and hand out team bibs.

• Put piles of balls around the play area.

• Teams work together to steal as many balls as 
 possible and take back to their base (only one
 ball at a time), they get a point for every ball.

• Play for a set period of time, can they repeat
 and beat their score?

• Build a hero huddle during the session.

• Use the change it ideas to stretch the group or 
 Secret Missions Cards to stretch individuals.
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HERO HUDDLE - INNER POWER

Help children to find the hero “within” - unleash their inner Power. For example some questions you may ask:

RESLIENCE  - Share with a friend how you kept trying even when something wasn’t going well
  e.g. didn’t get frustrated, didn’t get upset, perservered and kept trying.
CREATIVITY  - Think of creative ways you can steal more balls in a fun and fair way.

GAME LEVELS

Be led by what the children are enjoying. Don’t feel you have to 
progress through all levels. Remember to build a Hero Huddle 
during the session. 

LEVEL 1 - No sticks, children can only roll the ball

LEVEL 2 - Introduce sticks

LEVEL 3 - A) Take out sticks add a Blocker (this can be a helper)
 - B) Put sticks back in, keep Blocker (can steal from teams) 

LEVEL 4 - A) One team starts as Stealers
 - B) Stealers give the ball back 

LEVEL 5 - A) One team starts as Stealers
 - B) Stealers keep ball and take it back to their area

SECRET MISSIONS

Use these cards to help make it easier or harder for 
individuals in the group.

EASIER

Invincibility Bib
Pause

HARDER

Different ways to carry
Colour catcher 
Walking only

CHANGE IT

Use these ideas to help make it easier or harder for 
the whole group.

EASIER

Bigger area
More piles of balls

HARDER

Smaller area
Fewer piles of balls
More Blockers


